
8.1  WHY ASSESSMENT MATTERS



So a lot of people ask, "What is the big deal about assessment? Why do I need 

assessment?" Well, let me explain this just for a minute. We're thinking that 

when we're in school, our teacher teaches us a set of verbs. And at the end of 

that chapter, she tests us and maybe I get an 80%. Okay, I'm not very happy 

because I want a 100%, which would show that I knew all of the verbs. But I am 

better than the person who made 60%, who perhaps shows they still have a 

pretty good range they haven't learned. So that numeric number, more or less, 

tells the teacher the amount or percentage of that particular subject that you 

learned. 

That's not the kind of assessment we're talking about here. There are lots of 

different kinds of assessment. And so the kind of assessment that's very 

paramount when you talk about language acquisition is formative. What is 

formative assessment? Formative assessment is when an evaluation is given, 

and during that evaluation both the strengths and the weaknesses of the 

individual's language ability are identified. So say you are really, really good at 

using simple present tense and all your sentences are very clear and you have 

a high degree of accuracy. That's a strength, that's something to celebrate.
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But say someone wants me to narrate a story from my childhood and I can't use 

simple past? So I might use one or two past tense verbs and then switch back 

to present tense - that is identified as a weakness. Now that's not bad, that 

doesn't mean I'm a bad person and it doesn't mean I'm a dumb person. What it 

means is that is a strength in my language ability of the new language that I'm 

learning.

So I have to remember not to be overwhelmed or discouraged by that, but what 

I want it to do is to inform my instruction. So I want to use, that's why it's called 

a formative test because it forms the instruction. So now I know specifically 

what my weaknesses are and because of that, I can receive instruction on 

simple past tense verbs. And the next time someone asks me to narrate a story 

from my childhood, I'm successful. 

That's how I know that I've improved in my language learning is when things 

that I could not do previously, not only can I do, but I can do successfully and 

people understand me and I communicate well. That's something to celebrate 

and you're going to do it.


